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Guidance Document
on Dermal Absorption
This document has been conceived as a working document of the Commission Services which was
elaborated in co-operation with the Member States. It does not intend to produce legally binding
effects and by its nature does not prejudice any measure taken by a Member State within the
implementation prerogatives under Annex II, III and VI of Commission Directive 91/414/EEC, nor
any case law developed with regard to this provision. This document also does not preclude the
possibility that the European Court of Justice may give one or another provision direct effect in
Member States.
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Introduction

This document intends to provide guidance to notifiers and Member States on the setting of
dermal absorption values to be used in risk assessment for users of plant protection products
reviewed for inclusion in Annex I of Directive 91/414/EEC. Inclusion of active substances in
Annex I to Directive 91/414/EEC (Article 4(1)(a) and (b)) is possible only if the products
containing them can be used with acceptable risk to humans (i.e. operators, workers, bystanders).
Evaluation of risk to these groups is essential for the issue of authorizations for release onto the
market (Article 5(1)(b) of the Directive).
To provide a reliable framework for the review process for decision making on Annex I
inclusion of an active substance and to avoid undue delays, the current version of this
guidance document should therefore only be used for the review of existing active
substances notified in the third phase of the review programme according to Regulation
451/20001 and subsequent phases. For new active substances, the document should be
implemented with dossiers for active substances submitted from 1 January 2005. However,
some flexibility may still be necessary during a transitional period. Decision making
should take into consideration that certain data requirements which are now triggered, may
not have been obvious to applicants or notifiers at the time of their notification or dossier
submission. Likewise, if this appears justified in individual cases and facilitates decision
making, the updated guidance may be considered also for substances submitted in earlier
phases of the review programme.
For ongoing evaluations where no measured data are available, a default value of 10%
may still be used in the risk assessment by the rapporteur Member State for the purpose of
deciding on ‘one safe use’ in accordance of article 5(1) unless there are clear indications
that 10% would be unrealistically low (e.g. based on physical chemical properties of the
active substance). For such substances the endpoint list shall mention that the dermal
absorption is “not determined” and the need for further dermal absorption data will be
identified as a confirmatory data requirement and Member States will have to use such data
at Member State level when applying the Uniform Principles.
The dermal route is the main exposure route for most pesticides for operators applying them
(Wolfe, 1976) as well as for workers and bystanders (Ross, 1992). In the absence of experimental
data, the occupational exposure is based on models. These models must permit a representative
evaluation of human exposure in the field using application techniques and equipment
representative of the use in question. The operator exposure models currently in use are UK
POEM and BBA (in future EURO POEM) each calculating external dermal and inhalation
exposure. Subsequently, for risk assessment these external exposure data are to be compared with
toxicity data, i.e. the AOEL (Acceptable Operator Exposure Level). The AOEL is by default
defined as an internal value and expressed in mg/kg/day (EC draft guidance document, 2001). To
compare the external exposure with the internal AOEL, the external exposure data have to be
turned into internal levels. For this purpose, knowledge of dermal absorption is essential.
Directive 91/414/EEC indicates the circumstances in which dermal absorption studies are
required. These studies should be performed in accordance with OECD guidelines 427 and 428
and associated guidance document (OECD, 2000a, b, c).
In the present document a brief overview of dermal absorption is given, including information on
factors that may influence dermal absorption. This document provides a stepwise approach for
derivation of default values for dermal absorption, as well as guidance on how to conduct
relevant dermal absorption studies and how to use the data from these studies. In addition, a
tiered approach for occupational risk assessment is presented in which dermal absorption and
exposure assessment are integrated.
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2 An overview of dermal absorption
2.1 Introduction
The dermal absorption is one of the determining factors in assessment of the internal exposure of
pesticide workers and operators.
The establishment of a value for dermal absorption may be performed by use of a tiered approach
from a worst case to a more refined estimate (De Heer, 1999). In a first tier of risk assessment, a
worst case value for dermal absorption of 100% may be used for external dermal exposure in the
absence of relevant information (Benford, 1999). An estimate of dermal absorption could be
made by considering other relevant data on the substance (e.g., molecular weight (MW), log Pow
and oral absorption data) (second tier) or by considering experimental dermal absorption data
(third tier).
Dermal absorption, the process by which a substance is transported across the skin and taken up
into the living tissue of the body (EPA, 1992), is a complex process. The skin is a multilayered
biomembrane with particular absorption characteristics. It is a dynamic, living tissue and as such
its absorption characteristics are susceptible to constant changes.
Upon contact with the skin, a compound penetrates into the dead stratum corneum (when not
evaporating or being rubbed off from the exposed area) and may subsequently reach the viable
epidermis, the dermis and the vascular network. During the absorption process, the compound
may be subject to biotransformation (for review see Noonan and Wester, 1989). The stratum
corneum provides its greatest barrier function against hydrophilic compounds, whereas the viable
epidermis is most resistant to highly lipophilic compounds (Flynn, 1985).
Dermal absorption is influenced by many factors e.g. physicochemical properties of the
substance, vehicle, occlusion, concentration, exposure pattern, skin site of the body, etc. (for
review see Howes, 1996; Schaefer and Redelmeier, 1996; ECETOC, 1993). It is generally tested
in studies according to methodologies described by international platforms (OECD, 2000a,b,c;
EPA, 1996, 1999; ECETOC, 1993; Howes, 1996; Diembeck, 1999). These documents provide a
certain amount of standardisation and thereby improve the comparison of data between studies.
These guidelines, however, give only a general description of the experimental design, whereas a
proper study protocol (be it in vivo or in vitro) should take the anticipated exposure conditions
into account. In the next sections (2.2 through 2.4) a brief overview is given of factors that
influence the dermal absorption.

2.2

The studied tissue

Skin structure differs from one species to another (for instance, in the epidermis the stratum
corneum is thicker in species without hair), between different strains of the same species and
even within the same species (for instance, differences in absorption for the various parts of the
body). Within the dermis, the number and density of collagen and elastic fibers and the density
and physiology of the vascular system vary from one species to another. Certain species have
sweat glands, others do not. In case of in vitro experiments it should be realised that the blood
vessels and nerve fibers are not functional. Three types of skin membranes can be prepared for in
vitro experiments: epidermal membranes (thickness of approximately 0.1 mm, prepared by heat
separation, chemical or enzymatic separation), split-thickness skin (thickness of 0.2 - 0.5 mm
prepared using a dermatome) and full-thickness skin (thickness of 0.5 - 1.0 mm). Since the main
barrier function of the skin is located in the stratum corneum, all three membrane types have
been used for absorption studies. A possible disadvantage of full-thickness skin is that lipophilic
compounds may be retained in the dermis instead of entering into the receptor fluid. On the other
hand, epidermal membranes are more fragile and sometimes overestimate human in vivo skin
absorption (Van de Sandt, 2000).
Certain inter-species differences are well documented (Feldman, 1970 ; Bartek, 1972, Maibach,
1989 ; Bronaugh, 1987, 1990). According to Brandau and Lippol (1982) skin permeability across
the species is in the following descending order: rabbit > rat > guinea-pig > mini-pig > Rhesus
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monkey > man. Scott (1991) have demonstrated that skin permeability could be related to interspecies differences in skin structure, but only with the relatively slowly absorbed test penetrants.
Rat skin is typically two to ten times more permeable than human (ECETOC, 1993). However,
occasionally rat skin permeability resembles that of human skin (Ross, 2000).
A further factor which should be taken into account because of its influence on dermal absorption
is the location of the contact between product and skin (for example the skin of the scrotum is
twelve times more permeable than that of the fore-arm and the forehead is more permeable than
the cheeks) (Wépierre, 1970). In this respect it is noted that, human skin membranes are usually
prepared from abdominal or breast skin, while for obtaining animal skin the commonly used sites
are the flank and back (rat), or the flank and ear (pig).

2.3

Active substance properties affecting penetration

Physical and chemical properties have a decisive influence on the penetration of molecules
through the skin. The most important of these seem to be :
liposolubility (usually maximal when log Pow is between +1 and + 2).
molecular weight (molecules with low MW pass more easily).
electronic structure and dissociation constant (pKa): highly ionised products do
not penetrate very much.
the nature of the carrier and the dilution factor of the substance is decisive (polar
or non-polar): non-polar carriers increase penetration.
presence in the molecular structure of certain special radicals favouring or
inhibiting penetration.
water distinctly favours penetration, as does sodium chloride, for instance.

2.4

Experimental conditions

The experimental design and test conditions used may significantly affects the results obtained
(Kemppainen, 1990).
In vivo and in vitro experiments have demonstrated there is an inverse relation between
concentration (area dose) and percentage of absorption. At low concentrations the absorbed test
substance expressed as percent of applied dose per time interval is in general higher than the
percentage absorption at high concentrations. As a consequence, there is no standard absorption
percentage for a given substance. Therefore, dermal absorption studies should be done at
different concentrations as a function of the planned agricultural practice.
These considerations indicate that it may not be necessary to request skin absorption studies on
the active substances themselves as absorption can vary with solvent used (Southwell, 1983 ;
Bronaugh, 1986; Lee, 1994) and dilution. But there must be studies with the preparation at doses
including the undiluted preparation and the preparation as diluted to recommended
concentrations for uses in the field (Kemppainen,1990; Bronaugh, 1991b; Scott, 1993), or if not,
at the strongest dilution. Since different solvents may mean different absorption percentages there
should be a new determination of absorption percentages when a significantly different
preparation is proposed.
Different absorption percentages can then be established for preparations :
-

The estimated absorption % with the undiluted preparation can be used to estimate
absorption during the mixing/loading phase. Although it should be noted that the
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concentration during mixing/loading might also be lower (which might result in an
underestimation of the internal dose).
-

The estimated absorption % with the preparation diluted in water to the minimum
recommended use concentrations for field applications can be used to estimate absorption
during the spraying phase.
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Studies on dermal absorption

3.1

In vitro studies

The test should be carried out in accordance with “OECD Guideline for the Testing of
Chemicals. Draft New Guideline 428: Skin Absorption: in vitro method” (OECD, 2000a) and the
Draft OECD Guidance Document for the Conduct of Skin Absorption Studies (OECD, 2000c).
In the case of agrochemicals the exposure period as well as the testing conditions and the
concentration examined should reflect the anticipated occupational exposure conditions.
Therefore, for an agrochemical product or its spray strength dilution (Howes, 1996) exposure
time is recommended to be a 6-8 h period.
The exposure period is terminated by washing of the skin surface. The procedure to remove the
test preparation from the surface of the skin should mimic normal practice in use. During and
after cessation of exposure, sampling should be frequent and long enough in order to get insight
into the absorption kinetics, which is important for derivation of the maximal flux.
For calculation of dermal absorption on basis of in vitro studies see chapter 4 (sections 4.2 and
4.4).

3.2 In vivo studies
3.2.1 Animal studies
The test should be carried out in accordance with “OECD guideline for the testing of chemicals,
draft new guideline 427. Skin absorption: in vivo method” (OECD, 2000b) and the Draft OECD
Guidance Document for the Conduct of Skin Absorption Studies (OECD, 2000c).
In the case of agrochemicals the exposure period should reflect the occupational exposure in use.
Therefore, for an agrochemical product or its spray dilution (Howes, 1996) an exposure period of
6-8 h is considered appropriate. The exposure period is terminated by washing of the skin
surface. The procedure to remove the test preparation from the surface of the skin should mimic
normal practice in use. In order to get insight in the faith of the amount located in the skin, the
sampling time should be long enough, e.g. until serial non-detects in excreta. For calculation of
dermal absorption on basis of in vivo studies see chapter 4 (section 4.3).
3.2.2.Human volunteer studies
In agreement with the SCPH, no human volunteer studies would be done until the Ethic
Committee gives its opinion about it, (amendment to the present document will be released in due
time).
When dermal absorption data from human volunteer studies using existing active substance are
already available, outcomes of these studies can be used for dermal absorption evaluation.
Results from field studies, if well conducted, and especially biomonitoring data may be helpful to
confirm results obtained from experimental dermal in vivo and in vitro testing.
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Decision making process for setting dermal absorption percentages

4.1 Dermal absorption based on default values
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Although, in general, correlations between commonly available physical and chemical properties
and dermal absorption seem to be poor (Durkin, 1995), based on theoretical considerations on
skin permeation, it might be expected that there should be an optimum in log Pow and a maximum
in MW for facilitating percutaneous absorption. Unfortunately, clear cut-off values for negligible,
low and/or high dermal absorption of chemicals cannot be derived from data presented in
literature. The following criteria were proposed by De Heer (1999) to discriminate between
chemicals with high and low dermal absorption:
- 10% dermal absorption is used in case MW > 500 and log Pow is smaller than -1 or
higher than 4, otherwise
- 100% dermal absorption is used.
The lower limit of 10% was chosen, because the data presented in literature indicate the
occurrence of dermal absorption for tested compounds even beyond the extremes of log Pow
and/or MW values. It is noted that, by expert judgement, a deviation from 100% and 10% dermal
absorption can be chosen, on a case by case basis taking into account all data available (e.g. data
on water solubility, ionogenic state, ‘molecular volume’, oral absorption and dermal area dose in
exposure situations in practice).
If a default value for dermal absorption of 100% is applicable based on the physico-chemical
properties of a substance and an appropriate oral absorption/ADME study is available, the results
of the oral absorption study may be used to refine the default value for dermal absorption. It is
required that the oral absorption is determined at low dose levels in bile duct cannulated
experimental animals, to get an accurate estimate of the oral absorption. Based on theoretical
grounds and supported by a comparison of oral and dermal absorption data available for 12
pesticides, it is assumed that dermal absorption will not exceed oral absorption established by
means of bile duct cannulation (unpublished data).
An estimate of dermal absorption can not be deduced from the results of acute toxicity studies
because of the fact that differences in e.g. oral and dermal LD50 values are not necessarily a result
of differences in absorption. First, the result in a dermal LD50 study is dependent on the size of
the exposed area and can be changed by altering the exposed area. Second, differences in toxicity
after oral and dermal exposure could be the result of first-pass effects (i.e. substance is
(in)activated in the liver). Furthermore, the toxicity of a substance is also influenced by the rate
of absorption. Generally, and especially in acute (gavage) studies, oral absorption will be
relatively fast, resulting in a peak concentration in the body, whereas the absorption after dermal
exposure is generally more gradual. Finally, for setting LD50 values usually high levels of test
compound are given. Since absorption percentages are highly dependent on the applied dose, this
may very well lead to underestimation of absorption percentages at (low) occupational exposure
levels. Based on these considerations, it can be concluded that the results of acute toxicity studies
can only be used to indicate high, but not a low, dermal absorption.
The use of mathematical skin permeation models for quantitative risk assessment purposes is
limited because these models have generally been validated by in vitro data ignoring the fate of
the skin residue levels. However, these models may prove useful as a screening tool or for
qualitative comparison of skin permeation potential.

4.2 Dermal absorption based on in vitro human and rat studies
There is an increase in the number of in vitro studies being submitted for registration purposes.
For quite a number of compounds in vitro methods (Bronaugh, 1991a ; Scott, 1992 ; Fed. Reg.,
1996, OECD, 2000a) have demonstrated to provide a good prediction of in vivo dermal
absorption (Franz, 1975 ; Bronaugh, 1982 ; Scott, 1987, 1992 ; Hotchkiss, 1992 ; ECETOC, 1993
; Ramsey, 1994). It should be realized, however, there is still a debate going on how in vitro data
could or should be used in risk assessment. Recently, an evaluation of available data on in vitro
dermal absorption was performed under auspices of the OECD (OECD, 2000d). Because the
available studies, comparing in vitro and in vivo test results, contained too many variables
(different species, thickness and types of the skin, exposure duration, vehicles, etc.), evaluation of
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in vitro test methods by means of data available from public literature appeared to be difficult
(OECD, 2000d). A major issue of concern in the in vitro procedure turned out to be the presence
of test substance in the various skin layers, i.e., absorbed into the skin but not passed into the
receptor fluid. It was noted that it is especially difficult to examine very lipophilic substances in
vitro, because of their low solubility in most receptor fluids. By including the amount retained in
the skin in vitro, a more acceptable estimation of skin absorption can be obtained. Water-soluble
substances can be tested more accurately in vitro because they more readily diffuse into the
receptor fluid (OECD, 2000c and 2000d). At present, provided that skin levels are included as
absorbed, results from in vitro methods seem to adequately reflect those from in vivo experiments
supporting their use as a replacement test to measure percutaneous absorption (see Figure 1). This
calculation, i.e. the inclusion of the amount located in the skin as being absorbed, may result in
conservative estimate of the amount becoming systemically available in vivo. If refinement is
needed, it should be convincingly demonstrated that the skin dose does not become absorbed at a
later stage.
The maximum flux at relevant exposure levels (in mg/cm2/h; calculated from the linear part of
the absorption vs. time curve) derived from in vitro studies can be used for semi-quantitative
comparison of absorption of chemicals between species, between compounds within one species,
and between different vehicles within one species (provided they are tested under otherwise
identical and relevant test conditions).
In case studies are not tuned into the anticipated exposure situation, e.g. with regard to type of
formulant or concentration, scientific argumentation should be provided before such data can be
used with confidence.
Preferably human in vitro dermal absorption studies should be carried out. When only rat in vitro
dermal absorption studies are available, the most conservative approach would be to assume that
human skin absorption would be equal to rat dermal absorption.

4.3 Dermal absorption based on in vivo data
For the conduct of in vivo dermal absorption studies see section 3.2 and OECD 428 (OECD
2000b). The calculation of the percentage dermal absorption from in vivo studies is dependent on
the sampling time. If sampling is done over a sufficiently long period of time (e.g. until serial
non-detects in excreta), the amount detected in the application site after washing should not be
included in the amount absorbed. In this case, absorption is defined as the total amount excreted
in urine, faeces and air and the amount recovered in tissue and carcass. In case excretion of the
substance and/or its metabolites has not come to an end within the sampling period, but there are
indications of a clear decrease in excretion, only a part of the skin bound dose may be included in
the absorption by expert judgement (Thongsinthusak, 1999 ; De Heer, 1999). In case the
experiment is terminated before serial non-detects in excreta are observed and/or no clear decline
in excreta is measured, the amount located in the skin should be considered as being absorbed
(Chu, 1996) (see Figure 1).
As applies to in vitro studies, experimental dermal absorption percentages used in risk assessment
should be determined on in use preparation. Scientifically based arguments and expert judgement
is required when dermal absorption percentage is determined on other preparation or on the
active substance alone.
When only rat in vivo dermal absorption studies are available, the most conservative approach
would be to assume that human skin absorption would be equal to rat in vivo dermal absorption.

4.4 Dermal absorption percentage based on in vivo rat studies in combination with
in vitro data
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If appropriate dermal penetration data are available for rats in vivo and for rat and human skin in
vitro, the in vivo dermal absorption in rats may be adjusted in light of the relative absorption
through rat and human skin in vitro (see equation 1 and Figure 1). The latter adjustment may be
done because the permeability of human skin is often lower than that of animal skin (e.g., Howes,
1996). A generally applicable correction factor for extrapolation to man can however not be
derived, because the extent of overestimation appears to be dose, substance, and animal specific
(Bronaugh and Maibach, 1987; ECETOC, 1993). For the correction factor based on in vitro data,
preferably maximum flux values should be used. Alternatively, the dermal absorption percentage
(receptor medium plus skin dose) may be used. Because, by definition, the permeation constant
(Kp in cm/hr) is established at infinite dose levels, the usefulness of the Kp for dermal risk
assessment is limited.
Eq. 1 In vivo human absorption = in vivo animal absorption x in vitro human absorption
in vitro animal absorption
Similar adjustments can be made for differences between formulants (e.g. in vivo active
substance in rat and in vitro rat data on formulants and active substance)
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Figure 1 : Overview of the possible use of in vitro and in vivo data for setting the dermal
absorption percentage.

In vitro testing

In vivo studies

In vitro human and/or rat dermal absorption studies

In vivo studies

No serial non-detects in
urine and feces

1 Serial non-detects in
urine and feces
2. Strong decline of
excretion in urine and
feces

Amount located in skin is
included for calculation of
dermal absorption

ad1 : Amount located in
the skin is excluded for
calculation of dermal
absorption
ad2 : Only part of the
amount located in the skin
is included as being
absorbed based on expert
judgement

Dermal absorption percentages =

Dermal absorption percentages =

y With in vivo studies available : In vivo animal absorption

y In vitro human and /or rat dermal
absorption percentages
(skin plus receptor medium)

y With in vivo/vitro studies available :
In vivo human abs. = in vivo animal abs. x in vitro human abs
in vitro animal abs.
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5 Proposal for a tiered approach to risk assessment for operator exposure,
using default dermal absorption percentage or dermal absorption
percentage determined experimentally
The establishment of a value for dermal absorption may be performed by use of a tiered approach
from a worst case to a more refined estimate (De Heer, 1999) (see figure 2). If an initial
assessment ends up with a risk, more refinement could be obtained in the next tier if more
information is provided on the dermal absorption. In a first tier of risk assessment, a worst case
value for dermal absorption of 100% could be used for external dermal exposure in case no
relevant information is available (Benford, 1999). An estimate of dermal absorption could be
made by considering other relevant data on the substance (e.g., molecular weight (MW), log Pow
and oral absorption data) (second tier) or by considering experimental in vitro and in vivo dermal
absorption data (third tier, see section 4). If at the end of the third tier still a risk is calculated, the
risk assessment could be refined by means of actual exposure data (fourth tier) (Figure 2). This
approach provides a tool for risk assessment, and in general it errs on the safe side.
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Figure 2: Dermal absorption in risk assessment for operator exposure; a tiered approach.
No information
100% default value

Tier I

RA using models POEM/BBA/EUROPOEM
default 100%
dermal absorption
no risk
exposure > systemic AOEL

Approval

exposure < systemic AOEL

Physico-chemical Properties
MW > 500 and logPow < -1 or > 4
Yes

Tier II
default 10%
dermal absorption

No
default 100%
dermal absorption

10- 100% by expert judgement
based on other relevant data

RA using models POEM/BBA/EUROPOEM
no risk
exposure > systemic AOEL

Tier III

Approval

exposure < systemic AOEL

Dermal absorption data from in vitro or in vivo studies :
1. in vitro data (receptor medium plus skin dose) and/or
2. in vivo data, and/or
3. comparison in vivo/in vitro data

RA using models POEM/BBA/EUROPOEM
no risk
exposure > systemic AOEL

Tier IV

Approval

exposure < systemic AOEL

Refinement exposure assessment (field studies)
no risk
exposure > systemic AOEL

exposure < systemic AOEL

No approval
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